
More than 70% of companies use spreadsheets as 
their platform for budgets and forecasting. Many of 
these companies are in “Excel Hell”, a continuing 
state of inefficiency and disruption related to using 
spreadsheets for collaborative planning.  

In this research paper, we report on the current state 
of budgeting, reporting and forecasting as impacted 
by the use of spreadsheets for these activities. The 
conclusion is not encouraging—all three processes, 
especially budgeting, consume major management 
resources with a low return in business value, a rela-
tionship we describe graphically by the Planning Ma-
turity Curve. 

We also introduce Agile PlanningTM, a methodology 
that maximizes business value while significantly 
reducing the level of management effort devoted to 
planning activities. In the second part of this paper 
we present guidelines for implementing agile plan-
ning based on adopting planning and reporting soft-
ware which includes architectures for the three foun-
dations for improving business value: driver-based 
planning, integration of actuals and scenario analy-
sis.  
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The Planning Maturity Curve —  

Where Are You? Where Do You Want to Be? 

Introduction by Jeffrey Walker 

The author of this research paper The Planning Maturity Curve is Rand Heer—the Founder and CEO 
of Alight Planning. Rand is a member of a unique group of people who are serial entrepreneurs. As 
often the case with such people, he is intensely focused and passionate about his field of interest, 
which is the study, analysis, and advancement of technologies to improve business planning. For dec-
ades, Rand has been a leading voice and visionary in this field. 

Alight Planning is Rand‟s fifth start-up. In his companies, he has leveraged emerging technologies to 
deliver software tools for corporate managers, operating executives and their delegates—especially 
the planners and finance executives who drive planning. Before Alight, Rand‟s crowning achievement 
was Pillar Corporation and products. Pillar extended the use of technology for business planning be-
yond anything done before, especially shaking the early domain of spreadsheets for large scale multi-
user systems. In the process, he established a target for all competitor software companies to emulate.  

Ultimately, Pillar was acquired by Hyperion and Hyperion by Oracle. Today, the Pillar vision appears 
in offerings from Oracle (Hyperion Planning), IBM (Cognos Planning), and SAP (BPC). Many Pillar 
customers say that Rand‟s technology and approach suffered from its incomplete inclusion in other 
vendors‟ legacy, IT-intensive architectures. Nonetheless the big three competitors (Oracle, IBM and 
SAP) supply most of the world‟s largest companies with planning software that have their roots in the 
Pillar vision. 

After Pillar, technology changed immensely. Rand understood how rapidly evolving database, pro-
gramming and user interface tools could drive a new generation of planning and reporting software.  
There were two motivators: 1) Pillar‟s underlying architectures for driver-based planning had been 
lost in the translation to incumbent architectures; and 2) Rand‟s continuing entrepreneurial zeal.  

Alight Planning uses software standards with cloud technologies that make planning a truly interac-
tive, collaborative and high-value experience that saves time and reduces aggravation. That‟s what 
we‟re all looking for. These benefits are delivered up and down the management ladder, while inte-
grating seamlessly with IT standards and existing systems, a major concern these days. With Alight, 
Rand advances his vision to new heights and makes his planning tools accessible to companies of all 
sizes—not just big players with deep pockets.  

This research paper takes you through Rand‟s latest technology insights. The first part, articulated 
through the Planning Maturity Curve, is a step-by-step analysis of the current state of traditional 
planning and reporting practices. This material is a frame of reference where you can measure how 
you‟re doing in return-on-business-value for the planning effort you‟re putting out.  

The research paper follows with ideas for moving to a more agile environment that delivers what I 
think we‟re all really looking for out of planning—real insights and actionable knowledge, and a more 
interactive framework for making decisions. It‟s called Agile Planning. 
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About Jeffrey Walker 

Jeff  is a recognized serial entrepreneur and business leader in Silicon Valley. He sits on the Board of 
Directors of Alight Planning. 

Jeff founded Walker Interactive Products, one of the first online financial applications companies. He 
was also one of the early players at Oracle where he held the positions of EVP of the Applications Di-
vision, CFO, and Senior VP of  Marketing. After Oracle, he founded TenFold Corporation. Jeff gradu-
ated from Brown University. 

About Rand Heer 

Rand Heer, Founder and CEO of Alight Planning, is a thought leader in the FP&A community. He has 
written a dozen white papers on planning and technology topics and is a frequent speaker at industry 
conferences. This paper, The Planning Maturity Curve, is his latest contribution.  

Rand‟s early days in Finance were at Rockwell International where his non-stop 
job was implementing planning in troubled operations and new acquisitions. 
That‟s when he first understood how painful and inefficient planning and finan-
cial reporting could be. 

From Rockwell, Rand moved to Silicon Valley where his exposure to technology 
and start-ups changed everything. His entrepreneurial track was: 

 CFO of Calgene, a biotech startup which Rand took public. Calgene is 

now owned by Monsanto. 

 Founder of Pillar Corporation which developed Hyperion Pillar, the first 
enterprise software for budgets and forecasting, later acquired by Oracle.  

 Founder of FP&A Train, the original Essbase training company, later acquired by Hyperion, 
then Oracle. 

 Founder of OLAP Train which developed the training curricula for Microsoft‟s SQL Server 
business intelligence software. 

 Co-founder of Aspirity, a consulting firm specializing in Microsoft business intelligence soft-
ware, later acquired by Hitachi Consulting.  

 Then he started Alight Planning. 

Rand graduated from Harvard Business School a long time ago. 

Thanks to the Alight Team 

Thanks to the Alight team for their contributions to this research paper, recognizing especially the 
many real world successes with customers they have helped to implement a more agile planning envi-
ronment. Also, thanks to Ben Lamorte, Don Koenes and Jeffrey Walker for their special insights and 
support. 
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1. The Planning Maturity Curve 

In 1987, Watts Humphrey at Carnegie Mellon described the Capability Maturity Model. The CMM, as 
he called it, was a conceptual framework for evaluating complex processes—specifically, software de-
velopment that had high failure rates that were frustrating everyone. 

At Alight we have adapted the Humphrey maturity model to planning and reporting processes as 
shown in the diagram below. If there were a management process that‟s frustrating us all, as with 
Humphrey and software, it may be planning. In any case, we think planning needs a closer look and 
substantive discussion about what‟s working and what‟s not.  

The left axis of the evaluation matrix describes Goals, Processes, Features and Practices as applied to 
planning/reporting activities across the top: Seat-of-Pants, Budgeting, Reporting, and Forecasting. Also, a 
new methodology described in this research paper is added. It‟s called Agile Planning. 

The materials that follow present our views about the five planning/reporting levels. Underlying the 
presentation is the Planning Maturity Curve which is a charting of the Effort for the planning/
reporting activities by Business Value added. Sources for the curve are conversations with hundreds 
of large and mid-sized companies we‟ve worked with on planning system evaluations and implemen-
tations.  

Budgeting shows a steep 
climb on the PMC indicat-
ing a significant Effort for 
relatively small Business 
Value returned. 

The evaluation matrix: 
criteria on the left axis; 
planning/reporting proc-
esses across the top. 
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 Effort on the Y axis is straightforward—hours or man days of executive, line management and 
Finance time spent on the activity. For example, Budgeting consumes many man hours of manage-
ment and finance time during the budget preparation window. Therefore, the Budgeting activity 
shows a steep climb on the Effort axis. The measure of Effort for the planning/reporting activities 
is cumulative on the graph.  

 Value on the X axis is more subtle. We explore many value goals for planning and reporting in 
this research paper. Certainly a first level measure of value from planning should be how it con-
tributes to profitability and cash flow. In stakeholder terms, value can also be measured by how a 
process contributes to customer and employee satisfaction, or shareholder value. For graphing the 
maturity curve, we label the X axis Business Value to capture these various ideas of value contri-
bution. Most importantly, value is not described by finance or accounting terms such as account-
ability and control. Later when describing Agile Planning, we add to the definition of value: plan-
ning should deliver Insight, Actionable Knowledge and Decisions. 

Here are our conclusions about how the five planning/reporting activities score on the maturity 
curve—all explained in the materials that follow: 

 Seat-of-Pants: much low level resource planning is done through ad hoc, Seat-of-Pants meth-
ods. It doesn‟t take a lot of time and returns meaningful Business Value.  

 Budgeting is under siege by many in the finance community. Increasingly, it‟s perceived as 
huge time sink with a low marginal contribution. In the short term, though, don‟t look for a 
revolt against Budgeting. It‟s not going away soon. 

 Reporting is a moving target. The default is to do reporting in spreadsheets. However, new 
reasonably priced tools—e.g. business intelligence (BI) and visualization interfaces—are 
changing information management and reporting at a rapid pace. 

 Forecasting consumes low levels of Effort and continues to move us to the right on Business 
Value, but not by much. Increasingly, the conversation revolves around what can be done to 
improve forecasting techniques and de-politicize the process. 

 Agile Planning can move you substantially to the right on the maturity curve with a low incre-
mental effort. The section of this research paper Guidelines for Agile Planning presents recom-
mendations for how to implement a more agile planning environment. Below is our assess-
ment of how the maturity curve would be redrawn implementing the recommendations. 

You can change the shape of the 
maturity curve significantly reduc-
ing Effort and increasing Business 
Value by moving out of Excel and 
adopting practices for Agile Plan-
ning. 
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2. Seat-of-Pants: Simple Resource Planning 

Seat-of-Pants planning occurs naturally, frequently and without a lot of formal procedure, documen-
tation or number crunching.  

Goals? We do Seat-of-Pants planning because it‟s a fast and easy way to manage simple short term 
resource allocations, and it‟s better than doing nothing. 

Budgets aside, it‟s surprising how much resource management gets done through ad hoc, on-the-fly 
planning sessions. For example,  

 A marketing manager, conference coordinator and accountant meet for an hour to sort 
through logistics and costs for an upcoming conference.  

 A sales team meets to plan next month‟s road trips and customer calls. Maybe someone adds 
up trip costs, but nobody is really thinking ‟budget‟.  

Seat-of-Pants planning is how many resource decisions are made in real time with information cur-
rently available to the ad hoc group of participants. 

In terms of Processes, anyone can drive the planning meeting. Participation is ad hoc depending on 
who‟s needed—i.e. who‟s relevant to the decision/resource allocation. The planning occurs as re-
quired—i.e. driven by specific events such as the upcoming conference or road trip. 
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Seat-of-Pants planning occurs frequently 
and delivers good Business Value for the 
marginal, naturally occurring Effort. Many 
resource decisions, large and small, are 
made through this planning method out-
side of the budget system or accounting 
controls.  

Unlike budgeting and forecasting, data Features are not important or are unstructured. Practices for 
modeling and data integration are not relevant as well. Documentation of analyses and decisions are, 
for the most part, handled with Microsoft Office tools—i.e. Xls, Ppt and Doc—and distributed via 
email. 

Seat-of-Pants planning occurs with great frequency in most organizations, and for the most part, good 
work gets done. On the maturity curve, we score a meaningful step up in Business Value for the Effort 
involved.  
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3. Budgeting: Setting Standards 

Budgeting is in the DNA of all large and most mid-sized businesses.  

 Budgeting‟s Goal is to Set Standards—sales targets and quotas; management bonus hurdles; 
cost center spending; costs for inventory valuation; etc.  

 With setting standards comes the goal of Precision driven by: 1) the need for accountability at 
the lowest possible level; and 2) buckets to make tax accounting easy.  

In terms of Processes, IT and Finance jointly drive Budgeting. The job includes:  

 Specifying the procedures and templates, defining rollup structures, maintaining formulas, 
importing data, and more. In large scale systems such as Hyperion Planning and Cognos Plan-
ning, this is more the domain of IT than Finance. 

 Organizing managers who have cost center/spending authority. All are required players re-
gardless of materiality or level of spending.  

 Managing the budgeting cycle which is measured in months—one to three on the low end, 
four to six on the high end. Thank goodness we do it only once a year! 

In terms of Features, it‟s the data that‟s the killer. The assumption for Budgeting is that the more the 
data, the greater the precision, and therefore the greater the accuracy—a fundamental accounting per-
spective. The focus is financial data at the lowest level of detail—i.e. natural class sub-accounts for 
each cost center. Most data entry is static and hand keyed by the line managers. Do the math: 100 cost 
centers * 40 accounts * 12 months = 48,000 data entry points! 
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Our view of Budgeting‟s position on the Planning Maturity Curve is not complimentary. Budgeting 
consumes a huge amount of Effort* for a marginal contribution to Business Value, possibly no more 
than Seat-of-Pants. 

Budgeting consumes as much as half of the 
manpower effort devoted to planning in 
most organizations, due principally to its 
focus on lowest level details and the cum-
bersome, highly politicized review process. 
The contribution to Business Value is 
probably not much greater than Seat-of-
Pants. 

_________________________________ 

* In his book The Management Mythbuster, David Axson estimates that 20,000 man days are consumed by budget-
ing in a typical $1 billion business. Published by John Wiley & Sons, p. 73. 

Budgeting, especially when done with spreadsheets, 
is a broken process in many organizations. The prin-
cipal break points are: 

 Budgets Not Flexible Budgets are fixed for the 
year, but business conditions continuously 
change. Without a flexible revision, the budget is 
stuck in the mud, frequently obsolete by Q2. 
Later when reporting against budget, variance 
analysis can becomes a less valuable exercise be-
cause explanations are either a timing difference 
or an assumption change. Because variance 
analysis is backward-looking on things that don‟t 
really matter any more—i.e. budget assumptions 
that are out of date—it‟s obvious why the Business Value of budgeting is seen by many as mar-
ginal. 

 Operational Disconnect Budgeting focuses on financial outcomes. The financial data are fre-
quently disconnected from operational drivers of the business such as number of customers or 
units by product line or channel. If the line manager does have operational backup, it‟s in a dis-
connected spreadsheet not visible to Finance or higher level managers or available for scenario 
analysis. 

 Incentive Compensation Because incentives are based on achieving budget targets, budgeting be-
comes a political process characterized by sandbagging and other games. Too often, the rewards 
go to the best game player, not the best manager. 

Quotes from the Pros 

“The budgeting process...hides growth oppor-
tunities. It promotes bad behavior—especially 
when market conditions change midstream 
and people still try to „make the number‟.” 

 Jack Welch, former CEO of GE 

“With budgeting, the devil is not in the details; 
it is the detail.” 

David Axson in The Management 
Mythbuster 
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Budgeting is a process under siege by many in the finance, academic and analyst communities, espe-
cially in the context of the economic crisis in late 2008 which obsoleted virtually every 2009 budget in 
corporate America. 

The limitations inherent in Budgeting are exacerbated by the limitations of its traditional platform, 
spreadsheets. The problem is that spreadsheets are an inadequate, antiquated platform for doing com-
plex planning. Budgets should be done using a software planning application which will save Effort 
and contribute to Business Value on the maturity curve.   

For more on this topic, see Guidelines for Agile Planning: Move Out of Excel where we present a com-
prehensive analysis of Excel issues and the solutions that planning applications are delivering. 

4. Reporting: Where Are We? 

The Goals of reporting, of course, are to know where we are in financial performance and do so at a 
very precise level. Again, an emphasis on a precision of actuals with a comparison to budget at the 
same precise lowest level. 

 

The impact of planning applica-
tions on the budgeting maturity 
curve? Moving out of Excel and 
into a planning application can 
reduce the Effort and increase 
Business Value. How much de-
pends on the application and its 
specific functionality. 
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The impact of planning applica-
tions on the reporting maturity 
curve? Moving out of Excel and 
into a planning application can 
increase the Business Value of 
reporting, especially when in-
corporating business intelli-
gence (BI) and visualization 
tools. 

In terms of Processes, IT and Finance drive the Reporting process. IT creates and delivers the reports; 
Finance generally runs the reviews. All managers (which can be a lot of people) participate because 
managers, by definition, have budgets and spending authority that need to be monitored against actu-
als.  

Reporting reviews can become as onerous as budgeting. In many organizations the reviews become a 
meaningless drill: 

 Variance analysis becomes a “groundhog day” exercise where the same dialog occurs — vol-
umes or operating conditions have changed since the budget was prepared, or variances are 
caused by timing differences that will work themselves out.  

 Even though companies try, forecasting does not generally involve cost center managers at the 
account level. In short, there is no easy way to incorporate the variance impacts on the year in 
forecasts even when they are understood. 

 Budget and actual data are divorced from underlying operational drivers. Therefore, there is 
no ready information for segregating unit volume and rate variances.  

Most financial reporting is done in Excel or in the company‟s general ledger system. In either case, the 
contribution to Business Value on the maturity curve is marginal.  

As with Budgeting, the opportunity for improving value is enhanced by moving from Excel or the 
general ledger into a formal planning and reporting application. This is discussed in Guidelines for 
Agile Planning: Get Out of Excel. 
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5. Forecasting: Test Target Achievement 

After its publication, the finance team gets to work „rolling over‟ the budget and its templates to 
adapt to the forecasting process which kicks off in earnest in Q2.  

 The first priority Goal of Forecasting is to Test Target Achievement—i.e. who‟s going to 
make their numbers, who won‟t and by how much. Finance‟s credibility is on the line and 
too many people are already asking the uncomfortable questions. 

 Hand-in-hand with testing target achievement is the goal 
of Forecast Accuracy*. The forecast credibility game is de-
scribed by the hockey stick. The curve depicts the tension 
throughout the organization as the fiscal year end ap-
proaches. At the inflexion point, generally Q3, there is a 
‟balance of year‟ scramble to get the numbers in sync. As 
under-performing business units come clean, forecast ac-
curacy crumbles. Then out comes the padding. 

_________________________________ 

* In an April 2009 survey conducted by Duke University and CFO Magazine, “the ability to forecast results” was 
the number one concern of CFOs, ranking ahead of working capital management, employee morale and balance 
sheet strength. 
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In terms of Processes, Finance drives forecasting, selectively sorting through which of the line manag-
ers participate and what data inputs are pursued. Specifics vary widely. However, there are some 
foundations: 

 Most forecasting systems are a retread of the budget system with its lowest level of account 
and cost center detail. This imposes a huge data load on Finance. We often see incorporation of 
tops down methods for adjusting budgeted detail as a means for getting forecast numbers 
fast—i.e. an end run around arcane level of detail. It gets uglier as the year progresses, trying 
to keep track of original budget commitment versus tops down „adjustments‟. 

 Data is gathered ad hoc by Finance 
and assembled into a formal fore-
cast within a couple of weeks, if not 
sooner. The short cycle time is 
driven by the small window be-
tween month end close and the 
next round of forecast reviews with 
executive committees and the Board. It‟s a killer schedule that burns up a lot of good people. 

 As with budgeting, version control in forecasting is important—especially for measuring the 
prior forecast to the current. Remember the goal—forecast accuracy which is best enforced by 
tracking forecast changes cycle to cycle. This is especially not fun as year end approaches and 
hockey sticks are revealed. 

There are encouraging signs. Conversations between software vendors, consultants, analysts and user 
communities are focusing on solutions for making planning in general and forecasting specifically 
more efficient and effective. The big questions are:  

 What can we do to de-politicize planning processes?  
 How can we make planning better connected to operational drivers?  
 And how can we shore up the disconnect between strategy and operational financial models?  

These are themes of the second part of this research paper, Guidelines for Agile Planning. 

From the Pros 

“Forecasting is a game where executives demand 
ever better numbers and their subordinates seek 
to ratchet down expectations.” 

 David Axson in The Management Mythbuster 

“There is only one thing we know for sure about a 

forecast. It‟s likely to be wrong!” 

 Morlidge and Player in Future Ready, How to 
Master Business Forecasting 

By Q3 there is a ‗balance of year‘ scramble 
to get the numbers in sync. As under-
performing business units come clean, 
forecast accuracy crumbles, then out 
comes the padding. 
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Below is our drawing of the maturity curve for Forecasting. Relative to Budgeting, the activity con-
sumes lower Effort and moves us to the right on Business Value. For many in Finance, forecasting is 
the worst nightmare because of the short cycle time and lack of tops down methods. For this reason, 
many companies are moving out of Excel and into planning applications to improve forecasting as 
well as budgeting. 

As discussed later in Guidelines 
for Agile Planning: Out of Excel, 
forecasting can be substantially 
improved without increasing 
Effort by moving to a planning 
application. 

6. Agile Planning: Insights,  Actionable Knowledge, Deci-

sions 

Agile Planning is what we think planning should be, but we never quite get there with our current 
Excel templates, accounting systems, and ERP software.  

Forward thinking managers articulate a vision for planning using the terms insights, actionable knowl-
edge and decisions—these are descriptors of the deliverables we really want from planning but too of-
ten can‟t quite achieve.  

The Goal of Agile Planning is to deliver Business Value measured by how much Insight, Actionable 
Knowledgeable and Decision Making are facilitated through the planning process. The value should 
flow through to all players involved in planning and reporting from the CEO down through the or-
ganization.  
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The Processes of Agile Planning are very different from traditional Budgeting, Reporting and Fore-
casting. 

 Who Drives  Finance is in the driver seat. IT must take a back seat because agility—i.e. moving 
fast with changing participation— is important. Agile Planning is characterized by quick turn-
around and quick response which is not typically possible with IT-intensive, large scale plan-
ning applications such as Hyperion Planning or Cognos Planning. By quick, we mean seconds 
or minutes, not hours or overnight. 

 Who Participates  Getting to Agile Planning means cutting the number of players. In organi-
zations with hundreds of cost centers, all managers cannot participate, only Relevant Managers 
whose spending or revenue authority is material to the planning or forecasting task. With Ag-
ile Planning, accountability is associated with key drivers for business activities. Forcing ac-
countability by business organization irrespective of driver relationships (i.e. who controls the 
driver) bogs down the process. 

 Frequency  Unlike large companies where Budgeting, Reporting and Forecasting are scheduled 
activities, Agile Planning in its pure form is driven by events (e.g. planning a response to a 
competitor‟s price move) or by strategy issues (e.g. should we expand distribution to Asia). 
While normally event or strategy driven, Agile Planning methods can be easily adapted to a 
company‟s scheduled forecast cycle. It‟s doubtful that Agile Planning can be adapted to tradi-
tional budgeting. Rather, if budget is required, let it be a snapshot of your current agile fore-
cast at the time.  

The case for Agile Planning gets more interesting when we explore data Features. To move to the 
right in Business Value on the Planning Maturity Curve, we need to expand Data Type and restrict 
Level of Detail. 
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Data Type for Agile Planning should include integration of operational elements of the business, not 
just financial data from the general ledger.  

 This includes revenue drivers such as number of units, customers, transactions and the like as 
well as operational cost drivers such as production and service levels, man hours and other 
measures of cost activity.  

 Operational integration can overcome a weakness of current systems where underlying as-
sumptions are not documented in the planning process or are not accessible to Finance for re-
view or scenario analysis.  

Level of Detail is a fundamental problem with Budgeting and Forecasting systems.  

 Planning cannot be agile where Finance and line managers must deal with thousands of direct 
inputs.  

 Frequently in large organizations, therefore, the ability to implement Agile Planning requires 
higher level planning structures, especially natural class accounts. Much more to follow on this 
topic. 

Practices for Agile Planning—this is where we deliver our most concrete advice. Moving to the right 
on the maturity curve requires a five step program that includes: 

1. Getting Out of Excel and into a database driven planning/reporting application will solve a 
large number data integrity, security, consolidation and modeling problems. The statement is 
pretty straightforward and confirmed by scores of surveys and real world experiences: you 
cannot move across the Planning Maturity Curve or implement agile planning while using 
spreadsheets as the planning platform. See Guidelines for Agile Planning: Out of Excel. 

2. Reducing Level of Detail  for planning and reporting. In most companies, structures and lev-
els of detail that drive planning are based on out-of-date chart of  accounts structures that are 
divorced from how line managers think. With too much detail, which is a frequent conse-
quence, you spend more time maintaining a model than using it, and you stifle driver-based 
planning. In Guidelines for Agile Planning: Reduce Levels of Detail, we provide specific 
guidelines for thinking through the critical question: “what levels of detail should I plan and 
report at.” 

3. Moving to Driver-Based Planning goes hand-in-hand with our recommendations for integrat-
ing operational drivers into the planning process and structuring data at higher levels of detail 
than traditional budgets and forecasting. In Guidelines for Agile Planning: Implement Driver-
Based Planning, we describe a step-by-step methodology for moving to this more efficient and 
effective foundation for planning. 
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4. Integrating Actuals Data Importing actuals data from outside sources can be messy, especially 
if using Excel. We use the term integration to communicate a more robust set of functionality, 
namely bringing operational information (in addition to general ledger financials) into the 
planning/reporting database. The parameters are integrating data: a) from any source; b) at 
any level of detail; and c) with modeling of actuals data to achieve true apples-to-apples com-
parisons with plan. In Guidelines for Agile Planning: Integrate (Don‟t Just Import) Actuals, we 
explore these software feature sets needed to deliver Agile Planning. 

5. Planning with Scenarios Agile Planning is about scenarios, lots of them. If you can‟t predict 
the future, the next best thing is to set up scenarios that let you explore how you might behave 
(or decide) if things are better or worse or just different. Scenario analysis is about understand-
ing what‟s behind the numbers—the most critical assumptions, volume and rate impacts, and 
especially what‟s driving material changes to the P&L and cash flow. In Guidelines for Agile 
Planning: Implement Scenario Analysis, we explore how to use scenarios to achieve the princi-
pal goals of planning— insight, actionable knowledge and decisions. 

Below is a redraw of the maturity curve assuming continuation of Budgeting and Reporting, but with 
Forecasting and Agile Planning combined as the same process—that is, Forecasting is implemented 
using structures and processes characteristic of Agile Planning including, of course, the five recom-
mended practices above.  

Here‘s the objective: redraw 
the maturity curve for  your 
organization and move to-
ward a forecasting process 
that is more agile. Do this by 
step-by-step testing then 
adopting the recommended 
practices. 
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7. Case Study in Agile Planning: Pittsburgh Mercy 

Ray Wolfe strode into the conference room. Ray is CFO of Pittsburgh Mercy, a regional mental health 
care facility with 60 outpatient treatment centers.  

Everyone was seated and ready to roll for the forecast review—Shelley and 
Dave from Finance, five heads of community treatment centers, the service co-
ordinator, and heads of acute case management and emergency care—
including Ray, eleven persons total. 

Who attended was carefully coordinated, though Ray often shuffled forecast-
ing group membership based on comparability of operating activities, key 
measures, and the corporate reporting hierarchy.  

From the finance side, Dave was the planning administrator who ran the plan-
ning software application on his laptop in real time during the review session. The eight line manag-
ers were a subset of 100+ managers in the organization with revenue and cost management responsi-
bility across 25 treatment programs. 

Each quarter Ray conducts fifteen such planning ses-
sions. Each session includes the same finance team and 
combinations of line managers whose responsibilities are 
functionally similar or overlap in service requirements.  

The agenda kicks off with Ray updating the room on 
global trends, overriding budget issues and community 
dynamics. Then the fun begins: a review of prior meeting 
commitments including a focus on what worked and 
what didn‟t; an open exchange of information with a fo-
cus on best and worst practices; and a real time update of 
commitments and financial plans. For the most part, the 
process works.  

In just a few hours each quarter, mental health practitio-
ners without business or finance training have the oppor-
tunity to participate in a planning and performance re-
view process with a real-time understanding of how 
their own groups‟ results impacts overall results and a 
clarification of short term priorities. Then, back to the 
basics of running the clinics. 
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The unit/rate/amount structure of the planning application lets the Finance staff and community 
treatment team members understand underlying driver relationships and project forward based on 
historical rates and visible trends. For example in the screenshot, the average year to date actual 
Revenue and Allowance rates for each Treatment Team are the basis for forecasting forward into May 
and later timeframes. These rates are automatically computed from the underlying units and general 
ledger amounts imported from the GL. 

It wasn‟t always so smooth. Just two years earlier when Ray was appointed CFO, the organization 
was in trouble. After a painful disposition of an underperforming facility, the new organization—60 
outpatient facilities providing mental health, retardation, drug/alcohol rehab and homeless services—
was „operationally challenged‟:  

 Service demands were increasing at a 20% rate; 

 Budgeting was spreadsheet-based with all the attendant problems—linking and formula er-
rors, too much wasted time; no efficient way to import actuals and compare, etc. 

 Budgeting was a ritual without meaning—full year totals with no seasonality, no operational 
integration, no P&L visibility for the hundreds of revenue/cost centers, and no real manager 
buy-in. 

Now, a year and a half later, the forecast review meetings are working with remarkable results. 

 Ray choreographs the agenda and participation which is based on relevancy and congruent 
interests. Groups and participation dynamics are reshuffled regularly to optimize sharing of 
common experiences. 

 Data is presented in an overhead projection in real time. The planning tool is also the presenta-
tion tool. Forecast assumption changes, such as forecasting collection rates based on latest av-
erages, immediately ripple through the financial statements and cash flow.  [Example below.] 
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 The presented data, both historical actuals and forecast, incorporate operational activity driv-
ers such as number of outpatient transactions, payer types, and collection rates. The availabil-
ity of operational information integrated with financial results forms the basis of the line man-
ager dialog for understanding and sharing of best practices. 

 Fundamental to the process are multiple scenarios. The team learning experience and forecast 
commitment process is based on creating and comparing working scenarios in real time. 

Since abandoning spreadsheets for a database 
planning application, Ray and Pittsburgh 
Mercy have successfully renovated its planning 
processes and culture by implementing Agile 
Planning:  

 Line managers have a renewed sense of participation and energy;  

 $600,000 in revenue enhancements and cost efficiency improvements have been redirected to 
improve services; and  

 Forecast accuracy at the bottom line is now 2% quarter to quarter. 

In addition, Pittsburgh Mercy no longer budgets. All planning and decision making derive from the 
two year rolling forecast process described here. When budget presentations are made to the Board, 
Ray reports on the latest and most credible forecast. With a forecast accuracy of 2%, nobody cares or 
questions that the process is not more structured and does not go to the lowest level of detail in the 
chart of accounts. As Ray says, “We have a whole new culture for planning and analysis. It‟s agile and 
truly real-time collaboration.” 

―We have a whole new culture for 
planning and analysis. It‘s agile 
and truly real-time collaboration.‖ 
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1. Out of Excel 

The statement is emphatic: companies over $50 million in sales with complexity in their businesses 
cannot reduce Effort and improve Business Value on the Planning Maturity Curve while planning and 
reporting in spreadsheets. 

Still today, more than 70% of companies use Excel as their principal infrastructure for budgets and 
forecasting. Many of these companies are in “Excel Hell”, a continuing state of inefficiency and dis-
ruption related to using Excel for collaborative planning. The spreadsheet symptoms of Excel Hell are 
broken formulas, consolidations that choke, and wrong numbers. The organizational symptoms are 
inefficiency, frustration and decisions based on bad information.  

This section Guidelines for Agile Planning explores the problems and issues of using spreadsheets for 
budgeting, reporting and forecasting, and how adopting a planning application can resolve most of 
these problems.  

Spreadsheet Problems with Structure 

Yes, spreadsheets are flexible, but having the flexibility to do anything you want isn‟t helpful when 
you‟re staring at a blank Excel worksheet.  

Budgets and forecasting require structure, lots of it— rollups to financial statements; revenue, expense 
and headcount detail mapped to the rollups; importing and exporting disparate data types; modeling 
interfaces; and more.  

Called budget templates, you build these planning structures from scratch in Excel using cell-based 
formulas and sometimes macros. The templates take weeks or months to develop; they‟re difficult to 
maintain, especially when you roll over time periods; and they break when line managers decide to 
modify the templates by entering rows or columns on-the-fly.  

Adopting a planning and reporting application with appropriate structure elements will reduce over-
heads for maintaining spreadsheet planning templates and improve the efficiency of planning activi-
ties. Organizations typically see a 20% to 40% efficiency gain (i.e. less Effort on the maturity curve) 
with meaningful movement to the right in Business Value. In short, the advice is to get out of Excel if 
you‟re a mid-sized company or larger. 

Moving out of Excel and into a 
planning application with appro-
priate structure support can sig-
nificantly reduce the Level of Ef-
fort and enhance Business Value. 
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Structure Guidelines for Planning Apps 

Below are guidelines for what to look for in serious planning and reporting software to deal the Excel 
Hell structure problems.  

 Line Item Detail Spreadsheet templates are nearly 
always structured so that users cannot add line items; 
doing so causes calculation and consolidation errors. 
The most important structure benefit of adopting a 
planning application is “line item detail”, giving users 
the ability to add and individually name line items on
-the-fly—e.g. new revenue items, new expense items 
or new employees. Additions will automatically roll 
up to the correct sub-totals and financial statements. 
In addition, users should be able to plan amounts at 
the line item level which document or calculate un-
derlying activity assumptions about units and rates. 
For example: for revenue planning, units sold * selling 
price = the sales amount; for headcount planning, # 
heads * salary rate = salary amount; etc.  

 Rollup Structures You create and maintain rollup 
structures (i.e. financial statement consolidations) 
manually in Excel. This is an arduous, error prone job 
and a huge source of Finance‟s frustration with 
spreadsheets. Most planning applications incorporate 
support for GL chart of account strings (e.g. company, 
product, department, cost center, natural account, sub
-account, etc.) as well as custom dimensions (e.g. cus-
tomer, region, job, etc). Such structures roll up to fi-
nancial statements—though capabilities for construct-
ing and integrating the P&L, balance sheet and cash 
flow vary widely between software packages. 

 Multi-User Security Lack of appropriate user security 
with spreadsheets is a major weakness. Solid planning 
applications include security controls for Finance or 
plan administrators to define plan elements each user 
may access (e.g. what products, cost centers, accounts, 
etc.) and the type of access (e.g. changing values ver-
sus adding line items versus model building).  

Who Moved My Excel? 

Excel‘s lack of structure is the principal rea-
son companies move from spreadsheets to 
planning applications.  
 
The simple tradeoff is this: you make the 
change when the costs of wasted staff time, 
delays, errors and frustration finally exceed 
the costs of buying and re-creating every-
thing you have now in a planning package. 
 
Years ago, mid-sized companies never came 
close to the breakeven cross over because 
planning and reporting packages cost seven 
zeros. Now, you can buy robust multi-user 
planning and reporting applications for less 
than $100K, software and installation com-
plete.  
 
This is affordable for any organization where 
planning is important, which in our metric is 
all companies with more than $50 million in 
sales and complexity in their businesses. 
 
For Fortune 1000 companies, it‘s a mixed 
bag:  
 

 Expensive performance management 

packages (called CPM or BPM) deliver sub-
stantially improved visibility up and down 
the reporting structure for financial roll-
ups, reporting, business intelligence and 
graphics. However, there is little driver-
based planning or real time scenario 
analysis going on anywhere in the daisy 
chain, especially at corporate. 

 

 At the business unit level, modeling tools 

in the CPM packages are frequently based 
on Excel, or Excel with its attendant cell-
based modeling problems is the principal 
vehicle that feeds the CPM/BPM packages.  

 
In any case, the larger the company, the more 
likely disconnected are the players at every 
level from operational drivers and scenario 
analysis. 
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 Process Controls Unless programmed, spreadsheets do not provide process controls for managing 
planning cycles and revisions. Sometimes called “workflow”, such functionality includes: manag-
ing and tracking how data flows between users 
within approval levels; version controls for manag-
ing plan cycles and scenarios; audit trails to iden-
tify who changed what line items; email notifica-
tion of events and instructions between plan ad-
ministrators and users; and much more.  

 Import Actuals Structures A major source of 
spreadsheet inefficiency and frustration is getting 
data into Excel from outside sources such as the 
general ledger and human resources system. Fre-
quently, data is rekeyed by hand because formats 
are incompatible. With planning applications, Fi-
nance should be able to import any financial or op-
erating data from any source at any level of detail. 
Such import capabilities will include maintenance 
routines that update metadata—e.g. changes in ac-
count or cost center structures— and extensive er-
ror checking. 

 

 

 

 

Spreadsheet Problems with Modeling 

A simple model for budgets and forecasting is where salaries drive payroll taxes —easy to do in Excel 
or any planning application. More sophisticated financial plans include higher level models such as 
formulaic sales by channel, customer type or geography; linked direct and indirect product costs; ac-
tivity-based headcount; and variable bonuses and sales commissions. A well constructed budget or 
forecast for a mid-sized company might include scores of such modeled relationships. 

As everyone knows, you build financial models in Excel using the formula bar and links to cells in the 
current or other worksheets, or other workbooks. The example below is a formula that builds up a 
cost element for a service product in cell L67. The syntax of the formula is “cell-based”—that is, the 
references for calculation of cell L67 point to cells notated by row and column headers on other work-
sheets. 

A well designed planning application includes inter-
faces for the Finance Administrator to manage user 
security and access, data flows, email notification, 
and status tracking. These are frequently called 
process or workflow controls. 
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Cell-based modeling is a root cause of Excel Hell and the most common reason for bad financial plan 
answers. There are four unavoidable ugly issues: 

 Formula Errors Building formulas is an inherently inefficient and error prone process requir-
ing clicking between worksheets, triple 
checking syntax, and auditing results. The 
cell-based syntax does not call out what the 
formula is actually doing. To audit, you 
need to trace through cell references using 
Excel‟s arrow structure, which is better than 
nothing, but extremely tedious. 

 Structure Errors Changing structures— e.g. 
adding, moving or deleting rows and col-
umns —frequently creates errors including 
incorrect subtotals or broken formulas. Bro-
ken formulas contain the notation #Ref 
which ripples through financial statement rollups making them unreadable, or causes errors 
when consolidating template workbooks into master workbooks. Anyone, anywhere in the 
process can innocently cause an error. 

 The Lone Ranger The only person who understands an Excel financial model is the one who 
built it, and that‟s only if he or she is working with it most days staying familiar. When the 
team member who built the budget template moves on to another job, panic sets in. Frequently 
the person who steps in decides to start over. 

 Manager Excel Skills Excel modeling requires specialized skills learned through training and 
years of experience. The interfaces become second nature for finance staff who run the budget 
and forecasting processes. Most line managers, however, have minimal spreadsheet skills 
though they understand best the operational drivers and relationships. Good intensions aside, 
most spreadsheet errors occur because inexperienced users do wrong things. That‟s Excel—the 
user is not protected. 

Quotes from Excel Hell 

―I set up the Excel model with inputs and outputs on a presentation worksheet. So, I‘m in the exec re-
view changing the model inputs; the results show up right away. I‘m doing great! Then the CFO asks 
‗what if we take out the piracy rate in China?‘ I didn‘t have that on my front sheet, but I found it on a 
backup worksheet and made the change. Arrrgh! The calcs on the presentation sheet were all #Refs. I 
fumbled around, but couldn‘t recover. My goose was cooked. Lesson learned: Don‘t bring live Excel mod-
els into a review meeting.‖ 

 Division Finance Manager at a Fortune 500 company 

“Jim quit. We‟re screwed!” 

 VP Finance, mid-sized construction firm.  
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Modeling Guidelines for Planning Apps 

All planning applications support financial modeling at some level. Many fall short, however, because 
they use a cell-based formula interface like Excel, or they use Excel itself as the interface. Some pack-
ages simplify modeling functionality thereby reducing flexibility in designing driver solutions. Others 
do a good job incorporating the functionalities described below. 

What‟s needed for robust modeling are: Object-Based Linking, Audit Trails and Protecting Users, the 
three basics for streamlining modeling that lay the 
foundations for driver-based planning discussed later. 

 Object-Based Linking The right solution for deal-
ing with the problems of cell-based syntax is to 
make linking object-based, which is available in 
some planning applications. For example, instead 
of = Admin!L25 * Assumptions! $H$21, computing 
payroll tax would be in the form of: Consulting 
Salaries * Exempt Payroll Tax Rate. The linking is 
clear by virtue of the naming conventions. In addi-
tion, the linked relationships automatically func-
tion across all time periods without having to be 
manually repeated with fill right operations, 
which cause errors when executed across time pe-
riods. 

 Audit Trails Financial models are inherently com-
plex. Audit trails should be available to help users 
trace how objects relate to each other including 
what the current line item is linked to and what 
line items are linked to it. Audit trails should also 
let users enter notes, identify who last changed an 
item and when, and be easily viewed on the report interface. 

 Protecting Users Planning applications should allow non-finance users to add line items and oth-
erwise build driver models while at the same time protecting them from themselves—i.e. the user 
can do stupid things, but can‟t break the model causing #Ref errors as in Excel. Operations such as 
inserting a new line item, adding total and variance columns and spreading values across operator 
columns should be automatic and error free. Input cells should be easily distinguished from for-
mula cells (e.g. by being a shaded color), and users should be prevented from overwriting formu-
las without the plan administrator having to manually set protection at the cell level, which is the 
Excel process. 

The line item for Exempt Payroll Tax is linked to a 
Rate Detail item called ‗Exempt Payroll Tax Rate‘. This 
is Object-based Linking where you create models by 
linking to names of things rather than cell references. 
Object-based linking reduces errors and provides a 
built-in audit trail of model relationships. 
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2. Reduce Level of Detail 

A key to effective planning and reporting is doing so at the right level of detail.  With too much detail, 
you spend more time maintaining a model than using it. With too little, you end up not getting impor-
tant questions answered.  

Whether in Excel or in a planning application, too much detail drives up the consumption of Effort on 
the Planning Maturity Curve and, quite frankly, kills the opportunity to enhance Business Value. 
Phrased another way, it will be difficult to get to Agile Planning where the chart of accounts at the 
lowest levels strictly drives planning structures, which traditionally is the case because of the require-
ments of the Budgeting and Reporting processes discussed earlier. 

So, who should the right level of detail serve? 

The Managers Who Do the Planning 

By default, planning is done in nearly all organizations based on the lowest level natural class ac-
counts in the general ledger. Most of the time, this is the wrong kind of detail for planning. The argu-
ments for stepping up from this lowest level are: 

 Let Managers Plan the Way They Think Planning is as much an art as a science. Allowing man-
agers to plan the way they think facilitates applying their expertise and insights, which, in turn, 
delivers more accurate and useful plans, and lets managers feel good about their involvement. 

In combination with line item detail discussed earlier, planning at higher account levels lets line 
managers plan with lower level line items that reflect how they think about the business. Let‟s walk 
through an example:    

 Planning at the Travel & Entertainment total level instead of the detailed account level such as 
T&E Accommodations, T&E Meals, T&E Transportation makes it easy for line managers to 
plan with their own line items they create on the fly, reflecting  the drivers for their areas of 
responsibility, and using their own descriptors. It gives the overall format „space‟ where other-
wise the information load would be too cluttered.  

 Two illustrative cases: a) a sales manager plans T&E with line items for customer trips, confer-
ences, and team meetings; and b) a public relations manager plans T&E based on the number 
and timing of road shows and special events. Yes, they‟re both creating more detail, but the 
detail is buildup information which each manager understands and can explain. 

 By contrast, restricting managers to the lowest level natural accounts stifles the planning be-
cause there‟s no space left for the manager‟s own line item detail or clear logic for crossing be-
tween the sub-accounts. Where planning detail is not easy to use or self documenting, the 
manager either does the buildup off-line, or guesses based on history. Regardless, the man-
ager‟s thought process is disrupted and there is no ready documentation of  where the num-
bers are coming from. 
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 Set the Stage for Driver-Based Planning There are two perspectives for reducing the detail in 
support of driver-based planning which we discuss in the next section: 

 Stepping up the natural account level, especially for expense planning, is nearly always neces-
sary to support driver-based planning architectures. You cannot build driver formulas into 
account structures—e.g. accommodations, meals and entertainment—that are extraneous to 
the real spending drivers—e.g. number of sales reps or number of trips. 

 You need to identify the right level to plan for other dimensions of the business such as cost 
center/departments, products, customers, employees/jobs, etc. Planning at too high or too low 
a level for these other dimensions can undermine the driver planning initiative. 

You want planning levels that facilitate driver-based planning so that managers can manipulate 
the operational assumptions of the business which they control rather than typing in static dollar 
amounts. You build such driver models for the most relevant, financially sensitive elements of the 
business such as commodity driven materials costs, big dollar expense items, or departments with 
large numbers of variable headcount.   

Building driver models will necessarily add more detail—e.g. more modeled line items—to an 
overall plan. Reducing unnecessary or not-so-material detail makes room for adding the driver 
detail. See Guidelines for Agile Planning: Implement Driver-Based Planning on page 34. 

This is what planning looks like using 
a higher natural class level for T&E. 
Managers create line items and 
spread data the way they think. 

This is what planning looks like using 
the lowest level accounts for T&E. 
The driver is an accounting/tax ori-
ented structure that obfuscates or 
pre-empts visibility into what line 
managers really have on their minds. 
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Implementation Guidelines 

Below are broad and specific guidelines to help you think through the right levels for planning. 

 Start with Goals and Objectives Understanding the right level to plan begins with a substantive 
discussion between Finance, executive management and line managers about the goals and objec-
tives of planning and reporting. Such a discussion is framed by several important issues: 

 Continuing to budget and report at the lowest levels of detail—e.g. this may be a mandate 
from corporate headquarters— may drive a decision to set up a second system at higher levels 
for forecasting with agile planning. Inefficient as this sounds, some companies adopt a two 
system solution,  especially where the budgeting structures simply cannot be adapted to fore-
casting for political or practical reasons. 

 Where replacing a traditional annual budgeting process with quarterly or monthly rolling 
forecasts is feasible, then consider restructuring the chart of accounts before or in conjunction 
with implementing new planning/reporting software. Frequently this job is long overdue any-
way because account structures were set up by finance managers from an earlier time with dif-
ferent philosophies—or by outside consultants who were not close to planning issues. 

 In thinking through right levels for planning, you need to have a handle on big picture objec-
tives, proof of concept examples and a timetable for implementing driver-based planning it-
self, which is an integral underpinning for Agile Planning. Talking through the main opera-
tional drivers and how complex the driver models will be frequently clarifies the level of de-
tails discussion. 

 Do the Math for Line Items For each level of detail issue—e.g. natural accounts, products, cus-
tomers, etc.—you should do the math for how many plan line items would be created at different 
levels, then talk through how many inputs are required and how managers would work with the 
interfaces. Doing the math will intuitively tell you whether you are focusing on key drivers—i.e. 
the trees that comprise the forest, without getting into branches, twigs and leaves.  

If you‟re having difficulty getting a handle on the numbers, a flexible planning tool should let you 
test the data by importing actuals at alternate levels. Getting a “visual picture” of the data by test-
ing imports at various levels often clarifies the level of detail issues. 

Information Fatigue 

“...as information finds more ways to reach us... an-
other consequence is becoming alarmingly clear: try-
ing to drink from a fire hose of information has harm-
ful cognitive effects. And nowhere are those effects 
clearer…than in our ability to make smart, creative, 

successful decisions.” 

Sharon Begley, I Can’t Think, Newsweek 
Magazine, March 7, 2011, p. 28. 
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 Level of Detail Best Practices Below are best practices for level of detail analysis by dimension 
type. Practices may vary from these guidelines, of course, 
based on size of the organization, type of business, fixed 
and variable cost structure, the nature of business drivers, 
and other factors. In other words, these suggestions are 
not written in stone. 

 Natural Class Accounts As recommended previously, 
if you have a proliferation of natural accounts, you 
should plan and report at a higher level in the class 
account structure. If higher levels do not exist in the 
system, create them. For tax accounting purposes, ac-
tuals data can still be gathered at lower sub-account 
levels (e.g. separate items with special tax treatments 
such as meals and entertainment) then handled as a 
special analysis for preparation of tax returns. 

 Employees/Jobs/Benefits A common mistake in plan-
ning employee costs is doing so at the individual per-
son level accompanied by calculating payroll taxes 
and benefits by person. This lowest level of detail re-
sults in precise budgets but obfuscates benefits and 
payroll tax impacts and reduces flexibility for doing 
meaningful driver-based planning and scenario analy-
sis, two major foundations for Agile Planning.  

The most frequently adopted practice that  provides 
visibility into the numbers and maintains flexibility is 
planning by job title with average salary rates. With 
this practice, payroll taxes and benefits are calculated 
from totals for salaries and headcount by cost center/
department. Analyzing historical payroll tax rates by 
department adequately deals with issues such as 
FICA caps where timing impacts could be material. 

 Revenues by Products/Customers Fairly detailed reve-
nue planning is critical for most businesses. Such 
planning should be done using relevant expressions 
and dimensions— e.g. units, prices, dollars, transactions, customers, products, services, pro-
jects, regions, etc. In addition to impacts on sales and cash flow, these same revenue driver 
structures are also important for getting a handle on the variable and semi-variable costs (e.g. 
direct cost of sales and large department overheads) that you‟ll need for driver-based plan-
ning. Therefore, when structuring levels of detail for revenues, think through the cost side at 
the same time. 

We generally recommend building up revenue forecasts with some combination of products, 
projects, services and/or customers using, where possible, a unit/rate/amount structure. 

Level of Detail  

at Pittsburgh Mercy 

“In the beginning, implementing a 
planning system from scratch was 
an experiment. We found out right 
away that we could try out different 
structures. 

We ended up turning the income 
statement on its head. For example, 
Transportation is incredibly impor-
tant in our business. So we struc-
tured the P&L so that we could look 
at Transportation at a high level 
across the individual reporting enti-
ties and compare them to each 
other.  

And we had to make decisions 
about how much detail we needed 
to maintain. We didn‟t show lower 
levels of detail on transportation— 
for example gas, oil and vehicle 
maintenance — because we needed 
to talk with our managers at a level 
that made sense. A lower level of 
detail „muddied up the screen‟.  

Our first pass with all the lowest 
level accounts produced reports 
with 14,000 line items. We then 
moved up the account chain and 
settled on levels that give us a file 
with 4,000 line items across 200+ 
revenue/cost centers. It works 
fine.” 

Ray Wolfe, CFO, Pittsburgh 
Mercy 

See page 20 for the full Pittsburgh 
Mercy case study. 
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Reducing the level of detail, in 
addition to moving out of Excel 
and into a planning application, 
will further reduce the Level of 
Effort and enhance Business 
Value by meaningful margins. 

Where number of customers or product SKUs are too prolific to be forecast individually (e.g. 
as in retail operations) planning should be done with either of two procedures:  

1. A higher product or customer grouping where units, average pricing and/or mar-
gins are congruent within the group; or  

2. By applying the 80-20% rule and forecasting only the most important products and 
customers with an “All Other” bucket for picking up the 20% plug balance.  

Revenue planning with driver models is a critical topic for most organizations that requires 
extensive discussion and testing, especially since sales and marketing staff should be incorpo-
rated as users into the planning system. Doing revenue forecasting outside of the financial 
planning system—e.g. through the S&Op (Sales and Operating Planning) — significantly re-
duces flexibility for driver-based planning and scenario analysis. 

  Other Guidelines Here are some final ideas for  consideration: 

 Ask the Materiality Question In analyzing levels of detail, continuously ask the question 
“what makes a difference in how we make decisions and run the business?” 

 Data Collection For a given level of planning detail, can you find comparable actuals data in 
the general ledger or operating databases. Frequently, this will be a scramble.  

 Are the Data Manageable? No matter how correct a level may seem, if you spend more time 
maintaining data than applying the resulting insights into better plans, then you‟ve got it 
wrong. 

 Go Step-by-Step  Don‟t shoot for perfection out of the box. You can transition to different lev-
els of detail for planning and for reporting actuals as separate processes over time. In other 
words, you do not need to get everything right on the first try, including apples-to-apples 
comparison of actuals to plan for every single thing in the financial model. 

In summary, with the right planning tool, it is not necessary to force your planning to match the GL 
structures lockstep at all levels. The right tool will allow you to plan the way you think and align the 
results for the way you need to report, and vice versa.  

In conjunction with moving out of Excel into a planning application, managing level of detail, which 
in most cases means planning at higher levels than in the chart of accounts, will substantially reduce 
Effort and deliver meaningful Business Value on the maturity curve. 
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3. Implement Driver-Based Planning 

A major problem with all types of planning and reporting on the Planning Maturity Curve is the dis-
connect between the operational elements of a business and financial plans— especially when plan-
ning is done in spreadsheets.  

For example, managers have difficulty forecasting headcount and expenses because spreadsheet tem-
plates do not contain models that allow them to relate their spending to marketing forecasts or other 
operating activities. As well, finance staff who roll up the numbers coming from line managers have 
little backup for evaluating the reasonableness of submissions or for answering questions from the 
executive staff. 

What‟s missing is driver-based planning, a best practice methodology where financial plans incorpo-
rate assumptions about business activities which are modeled to drive financial data such as revenue 
projections, headcount, spending and capital requirements. With driver-based planning, managers are 
empowered to do better budgeting and, in particular, improve the accuracy and decision making use-
fulness of rolling forecasts. As well, in the context of the maturity curve, driver-based planning is es-
sential to improving Business Value and achieving a more agile planning environment. 

Case Study: Whitehorse Corp* 

Helen Marston, Call Center Manager for Whitehorse Corp., a $400 million manufacturer of electronic 
equipment, is reworking the Excel template for her department‟s expenses. 

Each quarter Whitehorse updates its business plans. Key managers such as Helen revise spending 
projections for the balance of the year based on the latest marketing forecasts. The process is time con-
suming and involves a lot of guesswork. 

In the past two weeks Helen has been given three 
different forecasts for unit sales, new products 
and new customer installations, each version 
supposedly more accurate than the last. Revising 
her numbers takes three hours each time. 

To do the update, Helen pours through operating 
statistics for her department which are in a sepa-
rate database from accounting information. Met-
rics include number of operators, number of cus-
tomers calling, calls per day, etc. Though Helen 
understands the drivers in her business, she has 
no real procedure for tying out this operating his-
tory to the marketing forecasts or monitoring re-
sults. 

_________________________________ 

* Whitehorse is a fictional company. However, the experiences of the principals in the case are illustrative of the 
stories we‟ve heard from scores of finance managers in nearly every type of business. 
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Helen enters headcount projections into an Excel template which updates salaries and benefits. She 
does so with a lot of guessing. She‟s glad when the exercise is over. She hasn‟t learned anything, but 
her job is done for this round. Back to managing the call center, her real job. 

Peter Forrester, Financial Planning Manager for Whitehorse, is studying the Excel templates depart-
ment managers submitted for the forecast. 

 The headcount Helen forecasts for the Call Center seem low in relation to the latest marketing 
forecast which has sales up 20% in the next quarter. Helen provides no 
backup or justification. Peter has no special insights either. He rolls 
Helen‟s numbers into the forecast. 

 The pattern is opposite for the Service Center. Harry Laswell, the man-
ager, forecasts a dramatic increase in headcount, much higher than the 
20% sales increase would seem to justify. He attaches a passionate note 
arguing that Service has been understaffed for months and now is the 
time to remedy the situation before everyone quits. After a heated phone 
call with Harry, Peter rolls the Service numbers into the forecast. 

 Staffing plans for sales reps are inconsistent. In four regions, headcount 
doesn‟t change for any of the three marketing forecasts—i.e. nobody paid 
attention, perhaps for good reason. For other regions, salaries and benefits vary, but other 
headcount related expenses that in theory should be impacted by new hires, such as training 
and recruitment fees, are unchanged. Peter rolls the numbers into the forecast knowing that 
expenses are probably understated. 

“Here we go again,” Peter says as he enters the board room to present the forecast update to the ex-
ecutive staff. The numbers add up on the PowerPoint slides, but Peter has an incomplete understand-
ing of changes in overhead spending, a stated focus of the current reforecast. Too many times during 
the review he‟s asked the two dreaded questions: “Where did that number come from?” and “Why did 
that number change?” Sometimes Peter has an answer. Other times he says: “I don‟t know.” 

Case Analysis 

Whitehorse recognizes that annual budgets need to be supplemented with forecast updates. However, 
the forecasts are not very accurate, and there is little analysis of underlying assumptions, impacted in 
part because the forecast cycle is squeezed into a tight two week time frame after the quarter end 
close. Unlike budgeting, quarterly updates don‟t have the luxury of a four month cycle time. 

At the operations level, responsible managers like Helen and Harry do their best, but the process is 
essentially manual despite the fact that the spreadsheet-based system captures information from the 
line managers and rolls it up to corporate. The spreadsheet templates do not contain models that al-
low managers to relate their spending plans to the market forecasts. Nor do managers have informa-
tion systems that integrate operational data into the forecast templates. 

What‟s missing is driver-based planning, a best practice methodology where financial plans—namely 
budgets and rolling forecasts—are structured using models of underlying business activities that 
drive financial data. 
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Driver-based planning incorporates a series of operational sub-models within the overall financial 
planning system—e.g. production, call center, services, marketing and sales models. The sub-models 
have input assumptions about activity levels—e.g. unit sales, customers, transactions and the like—
which drive revenues, direct product costs, variable and semi-variable headcount and expenses, and 
capital spending which, in turn, roll up to financial statements. Used in conjunction with scenario 
analysis, driver-based financial plans become the foundation for many executive and intermediate 
level decisions, allocation of resources and investor communications. Driver-based planning models 
can be used across any planning activity including budgets, forecasting and ad hoc planning. 

With driver-based planning, companies can empower line managers like Helen to do better at budget-
ing and, in particular, improve the accuracy and decision usefulness of rolling forecasts. Finance staff 
like Peter also have better information to understand the numbers, negotiate with line managers, and 
explain assumptions to higher ups like the CFO and executive staff. 

Driver Model Fundamentals 

Driver-based planning is about modeling. It‟s based on the idea (or structure) that many line items in 
a plan have an inherent unit/rate/amount architecture that is the basis for linking together activity 
driver and financial relationships. 

Here are the fundamentals for getting started: 

 First, identify the important drivers in the business. Drivers are typically operating activities 
that you can measure—numbers of things such as units of product, customers, installations, de-
liveries, transactions, throughput and the like. The key word is units: if an activity can be 
thought of as units of something, then it may be part of an activity driver model. 

 Operating activities—i.e. the units—may have driver relationships between each other that are 
connected through a rate. For example, 70% percent of customers who buy software also buy 
consulting services. The formula is: units of software * 70% = # of customers. 70% is the rate. 

 A unit/rate/amount structure is typically applied to a series of line items that are linked. Be-
low is an example of how an activity model might be constructed for Helen‟s Call Center start-
ing from Marketing‟s forecast of new customers. Notice the unit/rate/amount construction: 

1. # of New Customers * Calls Per Customer = Total Calls 
2. Total Calls * Length of Calls In Hours = Total Call Hours 
3. Total Call Hours / Operator Utilization % = Operator Hours 
4. Operator Hours / Hours Per Month = # of Operators 
5. # of Operators * Salary Rate = Operator Salaries 
6. Operator Salaries * Payroll Tax Rate = Operator Payroll Taxes 
7. # of Operators * Benefits Rate = Operator Benefits 
8. # of new Operators * Training Cost = Training Expense 
9. # of Operators * Cost Per Workstation = Operator Workstation Assets 

Line items 1 through 4 build up the basic driver relationships. Items 5 through 9 translate the 
key result, # of Operators, into financial impacts that roll up to the P&L and balance sheet.  
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Driver Model Types 

There are two types of driver models with variations on the themes: 

 Single Track  Starting from one principal driver—e.g. number of new customers—this type of 
model tracks a single series of unit/rate/amount relationships to one or several financial impacts 
that are especially material to the financial plan. The call center model previously laid out in steps 
1 through 9 is a single track model. 

 Well constructed plans will include many single track sub-models which are easy to build and 
integrate into financial statements if the software tool supports a unit/rate/amount architec-
ture at the line item level. 

 As with the call center example, you frequently build single track models for departments with 
large numbers of variable or semi-variable headcount—e.g. sales, call center, service, installa-
tion, support, consulting or production operations. Operational drivers for such headcount are 
usually easy to identify. 

 You also build single track models for obvious major expenses—e.g. electricity in a production 
facility; explosives supply costs for a mining operation; telephone costs for a communications 
center, etc. 

 Replicated This type of model starts with a template which, once refined and tested, is replicated 
across multiple data elements or dimensions which share the same or near same model character-
istics. Replicated models are best explained by an example: 

 Supposed you want to build a sales order model and apply it to your top 100 customers. First, 
you first build a template that defines the mathematical relationships between steps in the 
process, such as the amount and timing of an order, which are then consolidated into a pro-
duction plan and then shipments. Then you „replicate‟ the template across customers, each of 

The above driver-based revenue model 
illustrates a unit/rate/amount archi-
tecture across multiple line items. 

1. # of Software Licenses * price = Software Licenses amount  
2. # of Consulting Hours * bill rate = Consulting Hours amount  
3. # of Training Students * price = Training Sales amount  

1. 

2. 

3. 
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which have unique input assumptions for volumes, prices, timing and other variables which 
are individually manipulated by the planners. 

 You can identify replicated models by the words dimension and across in the structure jargon. 
For example, across describes these replicated models: payroll taxes across cost centers; a retail 
model across stores; product sales across regions;  a service offering across projects. The dimen-
sions here are: cost centers, stores, regions, and projects. 

 All robust planning applications incorporate tools for building the templates, then automating 
the replication across the dimension type. Some mid-market tools are limited in replication 
capabilities. 

Benefits of Driver-Based Models 

Once a driver-based planning model is in place, many new planning and analysis activities are possi-
ble, all of which drive toward a more agile planning environment. Here are some quick perspectives:  

 Tight Turnaround Has a Chance Rolling forecasts with tight turnaround cycles are now feasible 
and efficient. Line managers can quickly respond to changes in marketing forecasts. Updates to 
revenue plans ripple through the activity model automatically adjusting variable headcount and 
related expenses. With headcount planning incorporated directly into the model, managers now 
focus on the driver assumptions and underlying cost rates which are entered and tested within the 
planning tool. Relevant players in the plan cycle can see changes in a controlled environment and 
talk about the underlying driver assumptions and impacts. The playing field is leveled and discus-
sions are more objective. 

 A Focus on What’s Important With driver-based models, it‟s easy to identify and manage the 
most important, financially sensitive activities in the business. The old saying now has meaning: 
“Don’t manage the dollars, manage the underlying units and rates that cause the dollars to be spent.” Man-
agers know what‟s important because well constructed driver models automatically highlight fi-
nancial impacts, allowing managers to focus performance improvement energies on the most criti-
cal driver activities. In other words, a well constructed driver-based model will identify for you 
what‟s actionable—i.e. it delivers actionable knowledge, an essential element of Agile Planning. 

 Visibility Into the Numbers With driver-based planning, true volume/rate causal analysis of 
variances is now possible. When actual financial results differ from plan, it‟s a straightforward ex-
ercise to identify the operational drivers which caused the variance. In many cases, the analyst can 
segregate financial variances by volume (i.e. units) and rate (i.e. price/cost per unit) impacts. See 
Guidelines for Agile Planning: Integrate (Don’t Just Import) Actuals on page 47 for a more de-
tailed discussion of volume/rate analysis. 

 Real Time Planning With driver-based planning, real time planning and analysis of scenarios is 
now possible. To make this work, the planning tool is also the presentation tool used right in the 
planning session with the relevant managers attending. This requires, naturally, that refresh per-
formance of the planning application is fairly instant. That is, when driver assumptions are 
changed, within seconds data are updated for revenues, expenses, headcount at the lower levels 
with automatic rollups to the P&L, balance sheet and cash flow as well. For additional perspec-
tives, see also Guidelines for Agile Planning: Implement Scenario Analysis starting on page 48. 
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Driver-Based Planning at  

La Mancha 

“We‟re a gold mining company. Our plan-
ning is based on the „physicals‟ of the 
business—the operational drivers of how 
you run a mine.  

For example: to mine gold, we use explo-
sives to break the ground and advance 
our mining meters. That means we need 
flexible and accurate models to forecast 
the cost of explosives, also called ANFO. 
Based on meters of mining advancement, 
diameter of drill holes, drill patterns and 
depth, you get a handle on how many 
tons of ANFO you need to buy each 
month. In the example, ANFO spending of 
$38,867 for May (35.43 tons @ $1,097 per 
ton) flows directly into the P&L and Bal-
ance Sheet financial plan.  

Another example. We buy huge equip-
ments that cost millions of dollars —
they‟re called Jumbos, Loaders and 
Trucks — and they often break down due 
to the environment they are operating in. 
We need models where production plans 
take in to account equipment capacities, 
availabilities and reliabilities that drive 
hours and dollar cost of maintenance. 
These variables need to roll up to spend-
ing and capital plans with updates of the 
P&L and Cash Flow. Financials need to be 
updated automatically and in real time 
when assumptions change. 

We need to do the planning with an inte-
grated system where the managers at the 
mines can build the models themselves 
and test the assumptions in real time. 
That‟s what they‟re doing. Lots of require-
ments here.“ 

Brett Fordham, Commercial Manager, La 
Mancha Resources  

Driver-Based Planning at La Mancha Resources 
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Implementation Guidelines 

The following are guidelines for implementing driver-based planning which include obvious recom-
mendations from previous sections: 

 Move to a Planning Application Except in very small organizations, you cannot do robust 
driver-based planning in spreadsheets. In evaluating planning applications, be sure you can 
easily model units, rates and amounts (the fundamental structure for driver-based planning) 
and make sure that the modeling interface is object based.  

 Get Coaching from the Software Vendor The company that sells you the planning package 
should have competent staff to jumpstart your adaptation of the software to driver-based plan-
ning. During the sourcing process, ask the vendor to show you examples of driver models they 
have built. 

 Build Models with the Operational Teams Whether Finance has the skill set or not, driver 
models connecting operational elements of the business—e.g. Marketing, Sales and Produc-
tion—should be built with the participation of the line managers who will use and benefit 
from the models. The two models at La Mancha highlighted in the panel on the previous page 
(ANFO and Jumbo capacity) were built by the operations team in just a few hours.  

 Build Models Incrementally Driver models can be built and connected into the financial plan 
structure on a one off, incremental basis—that is, you do not need to create a driver-based 
model for an entire organization as one large project before gaining benefits. As well, as mod-
els are developed incrementally over time, the Finance and operational teams gain experience, 
the modeling process moves faster, and the models get better. 

 Target Large Block Headcounts Frequently, the easiest driver models to develop with a large 
return in Business Value are single track models for headcount. Target the models for depart-
ments with large numbers of similar positions doing similar work—e.g. a call center, a profes-
sional services group, sales teams, etc. Usually the managers of such organizations understand 
the headcount drivers and utilization issues and can trace through the variable cost impacts—
e.g. salaries, benefits, travel, communication costs, etc. 

 Apply the 80-20% Rule to Replicated Models While replicated models are a powerful tool, 
they should be used judiciously when applied to complex dimensions. For example, it would 
bog down a forecast system and make it less agile if a customer model, requiring ten inputs 
each, were replicated across 1,000 customers.* That‟s too many inputs and defeats the level of 
detail principles discussed earlier—see Guidelines for Agile Planning: Reduce Level of Detail on 
page 29. 

______________________________ 

* OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) databases such as Oracle‟s Essbase and Microsoft‟s Analysis Services are 
excellent tools for analyzing actuals data and transactions across thousands of dimension members—e.g. custom-
ers or products. This is the foundation for what is called business intelligence—aka BI. Volumes of data in BI for 
actuals are to great for budgeting and forecasting.  
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A short term increase in Effort is 
required to build and maintain the 
driver-based models. Once com-
pleted, there will be a significant 
increase in Business Value. 

Driver-based models need to be designed, tested and maintained which will require a short step up in 
Effort on the maturity curve. However, implementing driver-based planning will substantially reduce 
the level of Effort for planning and reporting and increasing Business Value. Once you get started, it 
will become obvious that implementing driver-based planning will move you faster into true Agile 
Planning than any other recommendation in this research paper. Here‟s the picture: 
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4. Integrate (Don’t Just Import) Actuals 

While difficult to measure, Integrating Actuals surely moves us right on the Planning Maturity Curve 
enhancing Business Value. Without substantive integration of actuals and the lessons learned from 
both operational and financial histories, we‟re just guessing in our financial plans about what‟s work-
ing and what‟s not. 

Import Versus Integrate 

The processes for importing and integrating data from outside sources into a planning/reporting ap-
plication is called ETL (Extract, Transform, Load). High end performance management systems such 
as Hyperion Planning, Cognos Planning and BPC include robust ETL capabilities. Mid-market appli-
cations include ETL as well, but most have limitations.  

Here are the basic definitions for import versus integrate, which are important for understanding and 
evaluating ETL and modeling tools in various packages: 

 Import Actuals For simple budgeting, the focus is on importing actuals from the general ledger 
(GL): 

 The import updates GL „metadata‟— i.e. the chart of accounts string for company ID, depart-
ment, cost center, natural class account, etc. Updates include error checking for duplicates, 
missing information, bad formats and the like.  

 The import then moves numeric data from the GL into the planning application for time peri-
ods selected. This is generally done by manipulating a trial balance for whatever subset of ac-
counts the planning/reporting application is designed. This can be everything for all financial 
statements and companies, or for a subset—e.g. just the P&L or specific entities. 

 The process is automated using „connectors‟ or semi-automated (meaning a human being in-
tervenes by clicking commands) using Excel or specialized ETL tools. 

 Integrate Actuals The definition goes substantially beyond GL import. Here are the parameters: 

 Any Source The planning and reporting application supports updating metadata and data 
feeds from any source, not just the GL. Typical additional sources include HR (human re-
sources) systems; CRM (customer relationship management) databases; S&Op (sales and op-
erations planning) systems; RDBMS (relational databases); and OLAP (online analytical proc-
essing) systems.  

 Any Data Type The data from any source can be any type relevant to the planning and report-
ing requirements. For example, text data for notes; text data for metadata and line item de-
scriptors; numeric data formatted as numbers, currency or percentages; and numeric data 
identified as units, rates or amounts for driver-based planning. 

 Any Level A data refresh can go to any level in the planning application—e.g. line item detail, 
natural class accounts, or cost center/department totals. Bringing in operational or financial 
data to any level is integral to being able to compare actuals and plan apples-to-apples. 
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 Any Modeling Actuals data for any source or number type can be modeled within the plan-
ning application—that is, manipulated mathematically with links to other line items and with 
back calculations of data (e.g. rates).  

Robust, high end performance management systems can do all of the above. It‟s only a matter of time 
and money. Mid-market planning and reporting applications may be limited in one or several of the 
above areas. It‟s called apples-to-apples. 

The Problems with Actuals 

Finance staffs spend endless hours with databases, spreadsheets and other tools integrating actual and 
plan data for budget and forecast templates, financial reporting, graphs and other purposes. This is 
the least fun activity finance people can do. The fundamental driving issue is apples to apples com-
parisons of actual and plan data, especially for budget reporting. 

Here are the problems: 

 Data Spread Across Multiple Sources Versatile Excel is the old school vehicle for data integra-
tion and reporting. However, normalizing data structures and importing to Excel consume 
major Finance and IS resources and often increase the risk of errors. While technology is im-
proving for integrating into Excel (e.g. ODBC), nonetheless much of the job is done by manual 
rekeying which is painfully slow and error prone.  

 Actuals and Plan At Different Levels Actuals financial data is readily available from the GL at 
the natural class account level. By contrast, budgets and forecasts are often appropriately de-
veloped with line items below the natural class account—e.g. T&E for Asia customers, T&E for 
user conferences, etc.—based on each manager‟s planning perspective. Therefore, actual and 
plan data can be at different levels with obvious comparison problems. 

 No Underlying Activity Drivers It„s not just about the dollars. Meaningful planning and 
analysis requires digging into the underlying drivers and rates that cause dollars to be spent. 
For example, call center headcount and salaries are substantially driven by call levels. Too of-
ten the driver data for either or both actual and plan are not available or too difficult to pull 
together from disparate databases. This is a recurring theme of this research paper. The dis-
tinction is that organizations should have visibility into drivers for actuals as well as plan 
data—especially underlying rates which are difficult to isolate for actuals because they are not 
natively calculated in resident databases. 

 Actual and Plan Structures Out of Sync New products, cost centers and accounts are fre-
quently added to the chart of accounts. Rolling forecasts result in new line items being added 
to the planning application. Maintaining actual and plan structures to keep data in sync is a 
continuing job. The issue is also the root of most data integrity issues—bad maintenance 
means bad numbers and incompatible comparisons. 
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 Actuals Not Integrated with Forecast Once actuals performance is understood, the forecast 
should be adjusted accordingly for material items. However, frequently there is no straightfor-
ward mechanism for incorporating the actuals findings into a forecast. For example, a product 
manager realizes actual average price for a product is not reflected in the rolling forecast. The 
problem: the mechanics for doing so are not set up in the planning interface —i.e. there is no 
easy interface for integrating actuals with plan. 

Implementation Guidelines 

How Finance can deal with the problems of integrating actuals is laid out in the recommendations 
that follow: 

 Actual and Plan Line Items Below Natural Class Accounts How managers think is how manag-
ers should be able to plan. Invariably, that means planning structures need to include the capabil-
ity for users that can be trained and trusted to add line items below natural class accounts. Letting 
managers plan below the account level encourages more detailed and relevant data, more mean-
ingful and logical thinking, and capture of information that would otherwise be lost in non-linked 
spreadsheets or scratch notes.  

The same mentality should carry over to reporting of actuals. For the most important items—e.g. 
detail of product sales, headcount or major spending items— actuals reports should be set up to 
capture the relevant line item detail from the CRM, personnel or general ledger. Below is an exam-
ple of actual and plan line item detail for actuals and plan: 

The focus is on T&E for the Sales department. Both actuals data (Jan, Feb) and plan data (Mar, Apr) have line 
items below the natural class account Travel & entertainment [6120] and incorporate an apples-to- apples 
comparison. Shaded cells for actuals are imported from the GL including the account total for 6120. The line 
item ‗Travel & Entertainment [6120] Plug‘ reconciles the imported actuals total with the line item detail which 
is either imported or manually entered for material items. 
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 Modeling for Actuals Reporting Every line item in a plan and each corresponding actual financial 
result potentially have an underlying relationship waiting to be modeled. For planning, the sim-
plest expression of this is the Unit *  Rate = Amount structure.  Again, the T&E example where 
T&E is driven by headcount:  

Units * Rate = Amount 
13 plan heads * $2,500 T&E per head 

= $32,500 for Sales T&E 

For actuals, the driver formulation using units and rates is reversed: 

Amount / Units = Rate 
$28,500 for Sales Travel / 11 actual heads  

= $2,591 T&E per head 

To get actual and plan data apples-to-apples, the planning application should include the capabili-
ties for linking to other actuals data and back calculation of actual rates as shown below. 

 Financial and Operational Comparisons The most fundamental financial analysis activity is com-
paring actual and plan data, both for computing variances between them and for identifying actu-
als trends that should be spread into or reflected in plans. The analysis is typically one of three sto-
ries: 

 What targets are we hitting and what are we missing—e.g. sales for specific products, head-
count, spending items, capital utilization, etc? Variance analysis and actuals trends give us in-
formation we can act upon to change behaviors and refocus current resources. 

 What important assumptions underlying future plans are being proved or disproved from cur-
rent experience—e.g. product mix, utilization rates, efficiencies, etc.? Apples-to-apples visibil-
ity of actual and plan data gives us information we can use to tune forecasts and underlying 
strategies. 

 What problems do we have in our accounting and/or planning systems that are generating 
bad or false information—e.g. CRM sales statistics not tying with the general ledger or expense 
budget errors and omissions? Further research on variances or inconsistent trends often reveal 
system deficiencies. 

The actual rate of spending of $2,591 for Sales Travel in Feb is constructed by importing the Amount $28,500 
from the general ledger, linking Units to the actual Sales Rep heads, then back calculating the rate value 
which equals $2,591. This is an example of modeling actuals data with linking and rate calculations. 
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The exciting result of planning and reporting with a unit/rate/amount architecture and being able 
to model actuals line items is that the benefits of traditional variance and trend analyses are now 
extended to operational activities as well as financial impacts. Fundamental “rates” of the busi-
ness—e.g. customer conversion rates, productivity rates, utilization rates, any type of activity 
measure—are revealed—with actuals as performance measures, and with plan as key assumptions 
that can be examined and adjusted in light of actual results. 

In the examples below, the unit/rate/amount architecture and modeling of actuals laid the 
groundwork for comparing actual and plan data apples-to-apples and for identifying actual trends 
to incorporate into plan. 

Jan Actual and Jan Plan data are compared side-by-side for a 
range of operational measures and financial ratios.  

The screenshot shows line items for a driver model that forecasts consulting revenues and 
expenses. The format lays out actual and plan data side-by-side  revealing trends in actuals 
that the planner may choose to incorporate into the plan, or not.  Note the underlined line 
item which is a conversion rate—i.e. the percentage of customers who buy consulting ser-
vices. Jan and Feb actual conversion rates of 60% and 50% do not support the forecast 
rate of 70%, an important conclusion from the analysis. 
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Example of Volume/Rate Causal Analysis 
 
1. The total variance for the Software Licenses, January actual versus plan, is favorable $2,500. 
However, the devil is in the details. 
 
2. There is an unfavorable volume variance of $30,000 due to lower license unit sales. The causal 
analysis formula for this volume variance is: (20 units actual – 30 units plan) * $3,000 plan price. 
 
3. There is an offsetting favorable rate variance of $32,500 due to a higher actual average price for 
Software Licenses. The causal analysis formula for this rate variance is: ($4,625 actual price - $3,000 
plan price) * 20 actual units. 
 
While the example above is based on revenue line items, the most traditional use of volume/rate 
analysis, these calculations can be applied to any type of line item anywhere in a financial plan if 
supported by the planning applications—e.g. to isolate volume/rate impacts for headcount, ex-
penses, foreign currency, working capital, capital spending, etc. 

1. 3. 2. 

 Volume/Rate Causal Analysis A major benefit of a unit/rate/amount architecture is the ability to 
do volume/rate causal analysis, the mother of all variance analyses practiced in most Fortune 500 
companies, especially in manufacturing operations. 

Causal analysis answers the generic question: how much of the total dollar variance amount is due 
to a variance in the underlying unit volumes versus a variance in the underlying rate. The follow-
ing are examples of questions that can be answered only through volume/rate analysis. 

The total variance in sales for Product A is $40,500. How much of that variance is because unit volume 
was higher or lower versus a higher or lower selling price? 

Year to date headcount is up 15% over plan. What’s the financial impact of the headcount increase ex-
cluding salary adjustments? 

The power of causal analysis is demonstrated in the example below along with the specific formu-
las for doing the calculations. 
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4. Implement Scenario Analysis 

Budgeting is about managing versions, not scenarios. As the budget is developed, Finance keeps track 
of versions to understand who changed what and to make sure the right amounts are approved. Like 
the lawyers who shred old versions of marked up documents as new ones are approved, once a new 
budget version is OK‟d, there‟s rarely a need to look back at the old numbers or change them.  

Scenario analysis is about understanding what‟s behind the numbers—the most critical assumptions, 
volume and rate impacts, and especially what‟s driving material changes to the P&L and cash flow. 
Unlike budgeting where versions are 
strictly controlled, the nature of scenario 
analysis results in a natural proliferation of 
scenarios where accountability for specific 
numbers may be obfuscated.  

Unfortunately, as we saw in the section 
Forecasting: Test Target Achievement, 
forecasting is still too much like budgeting, using the same templates and with goals that include con-
firmation of target achievement and forecast accuracy. If the forecast process incorporates ranges or 
any type of scenario analysis—e.g. best estimate, high and low— the exercise is generally not taken 
seriously, or the high/low ranges are too tight or structured to be of any real help. 

Our views of forecasting are very different. We believe that forecasting should become an agile plan-
ning process that moves beyond the narrow objectives of confirming target achievement and forecast-
ing accuracy. Antithetical to these objectives, forecasting should be about scenarios, lots of them. If 
you can‟t predict the future, which none of us can, the next best thing is to set up scenarios that let you 
explore how you might behave (or decide) if things are better, worse or just different.  

About the Future 

―Trying to predict the future is like 
driving down a country road at night 
with no lights while looking out the 
back window.‖  

Peter Drucker 

“The future ain‟t what it used to 
be…” 

 Yogi Berra 

 

 

 

 

If you can‘t predict the future, which 
none of us can, the next best thing is to 
set up scenarios that let you explore how 
you might behave (or decide) if things 
are better, worse or just different. 
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Types of Scenario Planning 

The deliverables of scenario analysis are insights and actionable knowledge, key elements of our defi-
nitions of Business Value on the Planning Maturity Curve. By analyzing a scenario and comparing it 
to a baseline case or other scenarios, the management team is better able to understand what‟s hap-
pening in the numbers and evaluate best courses of action.  

Where there is an immediacy to the issue—e.g. to proceed with a capital project or change pricing—
the deliverable is also decision making, another fundamental of Business Value on the curve. In short, 
because it is decision and action focused, robust scenario analysis is a critical underpinning for fore-
casting that should incorporate agile planning practices. 

There are three basic categories of scenario planning with lots of variations in between. These include: 

1.  Manage Resource Allocations Marketplace assumptions about volumes, pricing, product mix, 
capacity and the like have immediate impacts on resource allocations, both P&L impacts and capi-
tal requirements, that should be incorporated into management‟s thinking and forecasts.  

 With well constructed driver-based models, the resource impacts of marketplace changes can 
be tested and confirmed with scenario analysis—e.g. the impact of various volumes levels on 
services or support staffing; or the impact of the timing of product introductions on invento-
ries, receivables and production capacity.  

 Where the financial model is integrated with operations, the interaction of resource planning 
between departments and for overall infrastructure can also be tested and confirmed with sce-
narios—e.g. how across the board changes in headcount impact rent space or how revenue 
plans impact capacities.  

Below is an example of a scenario analysis that compares the revenue and related spending re-
source impacts of alternative plans in response to marketplace changes. 

The business problem is that the 
company‘s main competitor has cut 
prices by 30% in a key market seg-
ment. To the left are P&Ls for four 
alternate scenarios compared side-by
-side:  
 
1) Baseline is the forecast for the 
current year before taking action; 
  
2) Do Nothing is the impact of keep-
ing price steady but losing volume;  
 
3) Meet Price is the impact of cutting 
price to meet the competitor; and  
 
4) Abandon is the impact of leaving 
the market segment altogether.  
 
In all cases, the driver model ripples 
through Services and Sales head-
count staffing as volumes and pricing 
change. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 
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2.  Strategic Plans/Programs Until now, we‟ve not talked about Strategic Planning as a separate activ-
ity. The protocol in many large organizations is to separate strategic planning as a process from 
operational budgeting and forecasting. This frequently results in fumbling, miscommunication 
and lost time as Finance and line managers try to reconcile the gap between strategic assumptions 
and operational budgets which are developed at different levels of detail using different method-
ologies.  

In our view, strategic planning should be done using the same planning tool, financial models, 
and processes as forecasting/agile planning incorporating the same (or similar) structures and op-
erational drivers. To make this work, there are two qualifiers:  

 Time Periods Strategic planning often requires a longer term perspective than operational 
plans. The planning horizon frequently needs to be extended beyond that of a normal rolling 
forecast—e.g. from an 18 month rolling plan to 36 months. With appropriate driver structures 
and “spread tools” which most planning applications include, incorporating additional time 
periods should be straightforward. This solution would not work, of course, if the strategic 
horizon needs to be a much longer term—e.g. five to twenty years as is normally the case in 
capital intensive industries such as energy production and infrastructure construction. 

 Specialized Structures Strategic planning may require specialized structures within the fore-
casting model —e.g. creating new product categories, departments or dimensions not other-
wise in the baseline model. With line item detail in planning packages, however, adding incre-
mental structures to capture and test strategic issues should be easily accommodated. 

This short discussion of strategic planning and relative time frames under serves the topic. For in-
dustry analysts such as Craig Schiff at BPM Partners and Steve Player with the Beyond Budgeting 

Movement, the holy grail of planning is how to integrate longer range strategic planning with 
short term operational plans.  

3. Black Swan Planning* Taken from Nassim Taleb‟s book The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly 
Improbable, this type of planning is about risk assessment—i.e. building financial models and test-
ing scenarios of extreme cases which could have unanticipated 
impacts that jeopardize survival of the organization.  

 The financial crisis in late 2008/2009 and its impact on capital 
markets was a Black Swan event that threatened many organi-
zations. Black Swans can be industry specific as well. The 
abrupt shutdown of Siegfried and Roy‟s Las Vegas show, a 
$100 million business, after the tiger attack was a Black Swan 
event for MGM Mirage which stressed the balance sheet im-
mediately. Finally, Mother Nature creates Black Swan‟s such 
as the earthquake and tsunami in Japan. 

____________________________________________ 
* Go to http://ie.arcticfoxtv.com/224/planning-for-black-swans to view a webinar by the author titled Planning 
for Black Swans.  

http://ie.arcticfoxtv.com/224/planning-for-black-swans
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 The objective of Black Swan planning is to test the magnitude of financial impacts, especially on 
the balance sheet and cash flow, of potential threats or events that are normally seen as not very 
probable. There are two basic purposes: 1) specific  contingency planning—e.g. what would you 
do if a Blank Swan event occurred? and 2) redundancy planning—where should you expend re-
sources now to cushion against a specific type of Black Swan event that might occur.  

 Black Swan planning is very messy but should be on Finance‟s list. To get there, you need finan-
cial models with substantial driver-based  planning capabilities and explicit balance sheet model-
ing which should be easy to do with the right planning application. 

Implementation Guidelines 

As with driver-based planning, you need to make sure the planning application you move to supports 
robust scenario analysis. Such functionality is substantially different from simple version control tools 
in budgeting packages. Here are the guidelines: 

 Scenarios Are Easy to Create Unfortunately with some large scale performance management 
packages, creating scenarios becomes an IS project—i.e. Finance needs to go to IS to add or delete 
scenarios—clearly not a workable situation for Agile Planning. Here are the simple things that you 
need as Finance or as the plan administrator: 

 You can rapidly create scenarios on-the-fly—e.g. in less than a minute— and start making 
changes with no IT dependency. Same thing with deletions; it‟s quick and easy to kill scenarios 
that are no longer needed. 

 You can set up scenarios for line managers to use in the planning process. Included here is the 
ability to selectively choose which scenarios from line managers to incorporate (or not) into a 
consolidated plan.  

 Scenarios Are Easy to Maintain With budgeting, versions typically do not require ongoing main-
tenance; again, old versions are superseded by new ones. Scenarios typically do require mainte-
nance because the idea of scenarios is to test multiple input assumptions and structures in a vari-
ety of combinations. Therefore: 

 The planning application should support adding and deleting line items across selected sce-
narios in a single operation. Calculation and update of financials after structure changes 
should take only a minute or two. 

 The planning application should support making input changes to multiple scenarios in one 
operation. This is a major problem with spreadsheets where scenarios are created by Save As 
operations. Changing an input across scenarios—e.g. increasing monthly rent in three out of 
six scenarios— involves opening up multiple spreadsheet workbooks as separate operations. 
Tedious maintenance kills scenario planning. 
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 Scenario Drill Down Budgeting focuses on amounts in accounts. Agile planning is about under-
standing differences between scenarios at any level of detail. Therefore: 

 You should be able to analyze and compare scenarios starting from financial statements and 
drilling down through all levels—e.g. through products, departments and accounts to the line 
item level where assumptions are input and modeling occurs.  

 Where the underlying data or links are available, scenario comparisons should reveal vari-
ances in underlying unit activity drivers and rates.  

 As shown in the example on page 49, you should be able to display multiple scenarios side-by-
side, also with scenario drill down to any level of detail. 

Scenario Drill Down and  
Comparisons: 

 
In the examples, forecast scenarios are 
compared to a baseline scenario with 
calculation of the variance.  
 
The left panel is the P&L comparison of a 
forecast scenario to the baseline for the 
full year.  
 
The lower panel, is the same comparison 
with ―drill down‖ to the lowest level of 
revenue detail—i.e. to the line item level— 
and includes units, rates and amounts in 
the comparisons. 
 
Note the highlighted totals which tie out 
between the two views. 
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 Real Time Feedback Whether you‟re a financial analyst working through the numbers late at 
night or the CFO answering questions live in an operations review, scenario analysis should be 
delivered by the planning tool in real or near real time. Here are the criteria: 

 When you change an input assumption, all elements of the financial model—the P&L, balance 
sheet, cash flow, financial ratios, and performance metrics—should update in seconds, not 
minutes or hours.  

 When you change a structure—e.g. adding line items or accounts— the model including roll-
ups to financial statements should update in a couple of minutes or less. 

In short, for true agile planning, scenario analysis must satisfy the need for speed we‟re used to with 
Excel. Scenario analysis must be an interactive process responsive to questions and testing of as-
sumptions on-the-fly with tight feedback loops on the numbers. 

Maturity Curve Summary 

Below is our last look at the maturity curve. Implementing all five of our recommendations moves 
you all the way to the right in Business Value while reducing Effort. Our assessment is that planning 
man hours could be cut in half by implementing agile planning practices.  

Again, the five recommendations are: 

 Get out of Excel and move to a planning/reporting application. 
 Reduce the level of detail across dimensions, especially natural class accounts. 
 Implement driver-based planning focusing on operational drivers of the business. 
 Integrate actuals including importing operational data and modeling of actuals. 
 Implement scenario analysis for resource, strategic and Black Swan planning. 

 

Moving out of Excel and reducing 
level of detail substantially reduce 
Effort and marginally improve 
Business Value for Budgeting and 
Reporting processes. 

Implementing driver-based plan-
ning, integrating actuals and us-
ing scenario analysis requires 
some marginal Effort for Fore-
casting/Agile Planning but also 
moves you all the way to the right 
in Business Value. 
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